Michael W. Covel is President of Trend Following and Trading University. A researcher of the most successful Trend Following investment managers, he has been consulting on Trend Following for individual traders, hedge funds and banks for nearly ten years. Teaching and sharing unique insights about Trend Following trading and alternative investments has earned Covel respect as a rational and logical voice in uncertain times. He is a frequent guest on national radio talk shows offering listeners on financial decision-making, trading and Trend Following. Covel also serves as Managing Editor at TurtleTrader.com, the leading Trend Following news and commentary resource. He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from George Mason University and a Masters Degree in Business Administration from the Florida State University College of Business. Living and working in Virginia, he is a lifelong baseball fan.
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"Trend Following will replace Market Wizards as the must-read bible for a new generation of traders."
—Jonathan Hoenig, Portfolio Manager, Capitalistpig Hedge Fund LLC/Fox News Contributor

"I think the book did a superb job of covering the philosophy and thinking behind trend following; basically why it works. You might call it the Market Wizards of Trend Following."
—Van K. Tharp, Ph.D. President, International Institute of Trading Mastery, Inc.

"Michael Covel mixes a unique blend of trend following matters with the thoughts and quotes of successful traders, investors and society's leaders. This is a valuable contribution and some of the best writing on trend following I've seen."
—Robert (Bucky) Isaacson, Managed Money and Trend Following Pioneer for 30+ Years

"Michael Covel's book is the definitive guide to trend trading. Backed by real-world results, the 'Trend Following' is one of the biggest and best money managers in the United States. His book will put you on the path to successful trend trading."
—Larry Connors, CEO, TradingMarkets.com

"Trend Following: Definitely required reading for the aspiring trader."
—David S. Druz, Tactical Investment Management

"Trend Following by Michael Covel explains the wisdom behind the trending function of the markets. The practical application of this philosophy is based on the provenance of price behavior. Market timing and market theories will come and go but trends will remain. Follow them and study this book."
—Woody Dorsey, author of Behavioral Trading and creator of Market Semiotics

"Please read [Trend Following] whether you think you have an interest in trend following or are not quite sure. I guarantee you will be happy that you took the time...Again, get this book. Cap off your home run with it."
—Gail Doler, Editor-in-Chief, Stocks, Futures & Options Magazine, Official Journal for Personal Investing in Stocks, Futures and Options

Michael Covel rigorously analyzes historic performance data proving that Trend Following trading works. He goes right to the source for insight from some of the best trend followers ever. How to limit risk, employ discipline, and swing for the home run are all part of Trend Following. Covel also debunks Wall Street Holy Grails such as buy and hold and uses the law of fundamentals for trading decisions.

The proof is in the results
Hard performance data from professional money managers
All the information you need...in one number
Why the market price tells you all you need to know to trade

Pinpointing targets of opportunity
What to trade, when to trade it, and how much to trade

How it's done: classic case studies
Who profited from the global scandals of the last 15 years...and how they did it

Meet the Trend Followers
Extraordinary trader profiles, including Bill Dunn, John W. Henry, and Ed Seykota
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